We give explicit optimal curvature pinching constants for the Riemannian (p, q) football orbifolds under the assumption that they are realised as surfaces of revo lution in R 3 . We show that sufficiently pinched sectional curvature assumptions imply that a (p,q)-football must be good.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, a first step is made in answering a question posed by Thurston in [5) where he asks for the best pinching constant for Riem~an metrics on the so-called teardrop and football orbifolds. Recall that given integers 1 ~ p ~ q, a (p, q)-football F is an orbifold whose underlying space is S 2 , and whose singular locus consists of two points. An open neighbourhood of one of these points is modelled on the quotient of the unit disc D and F is the st~dard sphere S 2 (that is, the orbifold whose underlying space is S 2 , and whose singular locus is empty). For convenience, we regard teardrops as special cases of footballs and refer to all such orbifolds F as footballs. Since we are interested in studying Riemannian metrics on orbifolds, we assume that the complements of the singular loci are smooth Riemannian manifolds, and that neighbourhoods of the singular points are isometric to (D 2 , g) /Zr, where g is some smooth Riemannian metric on D and Zr acts by isometries on D 2 fixing a single point. This data is sufficient to equip our orbifolds with a Riemannian structure. For more detailed information, the reader should consult (5) . A more Riemannian viewpoint is taken in both [1] and {2].
We say that a Riemannian orbifold is good if it arises as a global quotient M/G,
where M is a Riemannian manifold, and G is a group of isometries acting (properly) discontinuously on M . Riemannian orbifolds that do not arise in this way are called bad. In (5] , it is shown that a (p, q)-football is good if and only if p = q . In (2] , it is proven that a n-dimensional complete Riemannian orbifold with Ricci curvature at
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353 least (n -1) has diameter at most 1r, and if the diameter equals 1r, the orbifold must be good. In particular, a football with sectional curvature at least 1 and diameter 1r, is good.
For our purposes, we consider only those those orbifolds which arise as JurfaceJ of revolution in JR 3 . Given the results above, it seems natural to consider the following interpretations of Thurston's problem. 
The classification of bad 2-dimensional orbifolds [5) , shows that if 0 is any com pact 2-dimensional bad orbifold that admits a metric with nonnegative curvature then 0 has an orientable orbifold double covering which is either a football or teardrop. Such bad orbifolds are either teardrops, footballs, or (p, q)-hemispheres: these are orb ifolds whose underlying space is D 2 and whose singular locus is modelled locally on quotients of D 2 by the dihedral group D,., the group of order 2n generated by re flections in two lines which intersect at an angle of 1rjn. One last result is that the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 do not use the fact that p and q are integers. Hence, Theorems 1 and 2 remain valid for cone-footballs. These are footballs whose singular locus is modelled on a cone of (possibly irrational) angle a with 0 < a ~ 21r. The main tool in proving Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 will be the Sturm Comparison Theorem. The explicit solvability of the comparison differential equation makes it possible to compute the optimal pinching constants.
The next few sections of this paper will be devoted to the setup and proof of Theorems 1 and 2. To fix notation, we shall first recall the relevant facts about surfaces of revolution in R 3 , and give a precise statement of the Sturm Comparison Theorem that will be sufficient for our needs.
SURFACES OF REVOLUTION AND THE STURM COMPARISON THEOREM
Although what is done in this section is elementary, to achieve the goal of computing explicit pinch.ing constants requires us to catalog the necessary formulas to be used. Note that ~l' ~ ~q. In the special case where p = 1, we regard ~l' = +oo, likewise = +oo if q = 1 also. Since we have assumed that 1 is parametrised by arc-length,
SURFACES OF REVOLUTION AND FLAT CONES.

Let ; = (x(t),y(t)): I=
(t,O) ~---+ (x(t),y(t)cosO,y(t)sinO)
we have
In order for z(t) to be defined we must have IY'(t)l ~ 1. We shall show this shortly, but for now assume that z(t) is well-defined. Now
and similarly
A simple analysis of the function h(z) = z/~shows that h is monotone increasing on the interval (-1, 1 ) and the range of h is JR.. The inverse function is h- 
Condition (v) implies that K(t) ~ 0 and that y'(t) is monotone non-increasing. Consider curves of the following type:
See Figure 2 .
Figure 2
Then there exists a smallest t~") E (0,11") such that y~")(t~")) = y~"\t~")) . Form the continuous composite curve:
Consider now the (non-smooth) (p,q)-football of revolution Fn defined by y 11 (t) .
Clearly, sec ( F,.) =: 1 -1/n except at t = t~n) . Clearly, 6 0 < +oo . We use the notation and setup of (*) with D = 1r. Consider the following differential equations: 
J1 +5oto< arccos ( -:).
Note that (by the geometrical interpretation of(**) ), 5 0 '\. 0 implies to )' 1T. Thus Note that fi is just 17 with D = 1rj2 + rr/(2Jf+"to). Let F be the football generated by y(t), then diamF = 1rj2 + 1rj(2Jf+"to}. Since any smooth football F with diam F = diam F bas a generating curve y which would have to pass through the [ 
11]
Teardrops and footballs Figure 4 point (1r/2, fj( 1r/2)), the equality case of the Sturm comparison theorem would imply that y would agree with ¢(t) on (0,7r/2] and 1/(t) on (7r/2,diamF}, which would contradict the smoothness of y(t). So The graph of So as a function of pfq is given in Figure 5 .
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